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Radiologists play a pivotal role in cancer care through 
imaging for the purposes of screening, diagnosis, 

treatment planning, and surveillance. Additionally, 
image-guided tissue biopsies performed by radiolo-
gists allow for more specific diagnosis and the ability 
to molecularly characterize tumor cells. Radiologists 
are also involved in cancer treatment as interventional 
radiologists deliver minimally invasive local-regional 
therapies and nuclear medicine physicians administer 
radionuclide therapy. As discussed by Hricak (1), there 
are many exciting developing advancements in the field 
of radiology in the context of precision oncology. Al-
though characterizing physiologic and molecular fea-
tures of tumors through imaging has traditionally been 
limited to enhancement characteristics and metabolism, 
deeper tumor characterization is now possible through 

molecular imaging for treatment selection, dose find-
ing, and data acquisition on tumor metabolism through 
nuclear medicine and MR spectroscopy. These innova-
tions, combined with the integration of artificial intel-
ligence and the emerging fields of theranostics and ra-
diomics, are just a few of the ways that radiologists are 
expanding their contributions and adding value to the 
care of the patient with cancer (1,2).

The emergence of precision medicine and personal-
ized cancer treatment based on genetic analysis of tumor 
tissue over the past few decades has resulted in more 
specific treatment options. While tumor cell receptors, 
driver mutations, and treatment-susceptible alterations 
allow for tailored treatment selection, cancers continue to 
adapt through genetic and epigenetic alterations and ac-
quire resistance to therapy (3). Intratumor heterogeneity 
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Imaging and image-guided procedures play an imperative role in the screening, diagnosis, and surveillance of cancer. Although 
emerging imaging techniques now enable more precise molecular characterization of tumors, multigenetic tumor profiling for 
targeted therapeutic selection remains limited to direct tissue acquisition. Even in the context of targeted therapy, tumors adapt to 
acquire resistance. This necessitates serial monitoring, traditionally through tissue acquisition, to identify the molecular mechanism 
of resistance and to guide second-line therapy. An alternative to tissue acquisition is the collection of circulating tumor markers 
such as cell-free nucleic acids and circulating tumor cells in the peripheral blood. This noninvasive diagnostic approach is referred 
to as the liquid biopsy. The liquid biopsy is currently used clinically for therapeutic guidance when tissue acquisition is impossible 
or when the specimen is inadequate. It is also being studied in the context of screening, diagnosis, and surveillance. As cancer treat-
ment continues to move toward a focus on precision medicine, this developing technology may alter and/or augment the role of 
imaging in the management of cancer. This review aims to outline the use of liquid biopsy in cancer and its potential impact on 
diagnostic imaging and image-guided procedures.
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Tumor Microenvironment
The tumor microenvironment is composed of the support-
ive stromal and cellular elements surrounding a solid tumor 
(5). The stromal components include the extracellular ma-
trix, blood vessels, macromolecules, and signaling factors. 
Signaling factors may be generated by active secretion dur-
ing the lifetime of the cell, passive release during cell death, 
or by recruitment from native tissues. The cellular compo-
nent involves the primary tumor cells and tumor-associated 
cells (fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and immunologic cells) 
generated by tumor shedding and recruitment from native 
tissues. These elements can enter the bloodstream and pro-
mote oncogenesis, including local tumor growth, metasta-
sis, and immune modulation. Major mechanisms through 
which this is achieved include programmed tumor signaling; 
hypoxia and acidosis from tumor overgrowth and metabo-
lism driving genetic instability, progression, and cell migra-
tion; and enhanced permeability of tumor microvasculature 
facilitating leakage of elements from the microenvironment 
into the bloodstream (5).

An important factor in the process of tumor invasion 
and metastasis is epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. This 
process involves the transition of the epithelial cell to a mes-
enchymal cell phenotype, leading to an enhanced ability to 
migrate, invade, and develop resistance to cell death (6). Loss 
of epithelial cell polarity, loss of cell-cell adherence, and cy-
toskeletal remodeling contributes to the migratory potential 
of cells (7). Once cells migrate to an optimal site, they can 
reverse epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and re-express 
epithelial markers, leading to metastasis and colonization of 
the new site (7) (Fig 1).

During the process of cell migration, cellular components 
containing genetic information are released into the blood-
stream. Sampling of these biomarkers from the blood provides a 
noninvasive method to analyze tumor biology and may serve as 
an alternative to tissue acquisition.

Liquid Biopsy Biomarkers and Analytic Techniques
Growing and apoptotic cancer cells have been shown to 
release specific biomarkers into the circulation that can be 
collected in a venous blood sample. Most studied among 
these are short DNA fragments of cell-free DNA called cir-
culating tumor DNA (ctDNA) and circulating tumor cells 
(CTCs) (8,9). Analysis of these tumor biomarkers could 
serve as a largely noninvasive test for screening, diagnosis, 
prognosis, and therapy guidance for many tumor types. (It 
is worth noting that because liquid biopsy requires needle 
puncture of a peripheral vein, it is not a completely nonin-
vasive method; however, it is generally referred to as nonin-
vasive in the same way diagnostic imaging requiring intrave-
nous contrast is). Liquid biopsy generally involves obtaining 
blood from a peripheral venous site such as the median cu-
bital vein (Fig 2).

Tests require a relatively small amount of blood. For exam-
ple, CellSearch (Menarini Silicon Biosystems; Huntington 
Valley, Pa) requires a 7.5-mL sample of whole blood whereas 

Abbreviations
CTC = circulating tumor cell, ctDNA = circulating tumor DNA, 
EGFR = epidermal growth factor receptor, FDA = Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, NGS = next-generation sequencing

Summary
Understanding the utility of liquid biopsy is necessary to prepare for 
the challenges that will arise in the current diagnostic workflow of 
many cancers and to anticipate the additional opportunities radiolo-
gists may have to use this technology.

Essentials
 n Liquid biopsy is a noninvasive diagnostic approach involving the 

isolation of circulating tumor markers such as cell-free nucleic ac-
ids and circulating tumor cells from peripheral blood.

 n The tumor microenvironment hosts growing and apoptotic cancer 
cells that release biomarkers into the circulation, which can be col-
lected for the purpose of analyzing tumor biology.

 n Circulating biomarkers including circulating tumor DNA and 
circulating tumor cells can serve as noninvasive tests for screening, 
diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy guidance for many solid tumors. 
A variety of analysis methods are being developed to detect and 
characterize these markers.

 n Improving technology and decreasing costs could allow liquid 
biopsy to play a complementary role to medical imaging for cancer 
diagnosis and staging. Percutaneous biopsy with image guidance is 
anticipated to decrease in overall volume because liquid biopsy has 
the potential to garner some of the same information regarding 
the tumor landscape while eliminating the risk of major complica-
tions.

 n Radiologists may have opportunities to use liquid biopsy tech-
niques as a means of treatment selection and postprocedural 
management for patients with cancer undergoing local-regional 
therapies.

and clonal heterogeneity contribute to these mechanisms, 
which necessitate continuously improving methods of tumor 
profiling (4).

The shifting paradigm toward serially monitoring tumor 
molecular characteristics for the purpose of more precisely 
guiding therapy provides an opportunity for new diagnostic 
studies to query this information. The tumor microenviron-
ment hosts transforming cancer cells that can migrate into 
the bloodstream and release biomarkers into the circulation. 
These cells and cellular components can be collected for the 
purpose of analyzing tumor biology in the form of a liquid 
biopsy. Liquid biopsy refers to the noninvasive diagnostic 
approach involving the isolation and analysis of circulat-
ing tumor markers from peripheral blood. This technol-
ogy could supplement existing clinical tools by improving 
detection of recurrent cancer, monitoring treatment, and 
guiding therapy.

As cancer treatment continues to move toward a focus on 
targeted precision medicine, liquid biopsy will substantially 
impact the diagnosis and management of these diseases. It is 
imperative for radiologists to be aware of this technology and 
its potential impact on clinical practice. This review aims to 
summarize the principles and applications of liquid biopsy in 
solid tumors and postulate its impact on diagnostic imaging 
and interventional procedures.
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whereas others require the 
sample be sent to a central 
processing facility. Refer to 
Table 1 and Table 2 for fur-
ther details.

MicroRNA, tumor-edu-
cated platelets, and tumor-de-
rived exosomes are additional 
biomarkers that are promising 
but remain early in develop-
ment. Of note, certain bio-
markers including ctDNA, 
microRNA, and tumor-de-
rived exosomes can be found 
in bodily fluids other than 
blood, including saliva, pleu-
ral fluid, urine, and cerebral 
spinal fluid. A summary of the 
biomarkers for liquid biopsy 
and their current use can be 
found in Table 3.

Circulating Tumor DNA
Circulating cell-free DNA 
can be found in plasma as 
well as other body fluids. Lev-
els can be elevated in a variety 
of settings including cancer, 
infection, and inflammatory 
conditions. In the setting of 
cancer, a portion of the cell-
free DNA contains tumor-
specific characteristics and is 
termed ctDNA, which is often 
distinguished from normal 
cell-free DNA by the presence 
of mutations concordant with 
the tumor of origin (10). The 
half-life of ctDNA has been 
found to be around 2 hours 
(11). This necessitates rapid 
processing or preservation 
of samples but also makes 
ctDNA a useful dynamic 
marker of tumor status.

Techniques to analyze 
ctDNA include several poly-
merase chain reaction–based 
methods and next-generation 
sequencing (NGS). An epi-
dermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR) mutation test using 
real-time polymerase chain 

reaction for ctDNA is U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) approved for determining tumor sensitivity or resis-
tance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors in non–small cell lung can-
cer (12). Presently, the FDA has approved three treatments 

FoundationOne (Foundation Medicine, Cambridge, Mass) 
liquid biopsy requires two 8.5-mL tubes of blood. After col-
lection, processing is extremely variable. Some systems are 
benchtop apparatuses that can be purchased for a facility, 

Figure 1: Illustration shows mechanisms of translocation of tumor cells and cellular components into bloodstream. Non-
cellular tumor components may enter bloodstream through (1) passive secretion during cell death by apoptosis or necrosis 
or (2) active secretion. (3) Epithelial-mesenchymal transition leads to enhanced ability for tumor cells to migrate. (4) Recruit-
ment from native tissues also contributes to release of these cells and factors into bloodstream. cfRNA = cell-free RNA, CTC 
= circulating tumor cell, ctDNA = circulating tumor DNA, EMT = epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition cell.

Figure 2: Illustration shows comparison of percutaneous biopsy versus liquid biopsy characteristics. CTC = circulating 
tumor cell, ctDNA = circulating tumor DNA, miRNA = microRNA, TEP = tumor-educated platelet.
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Circulating Tumor Cells
CTCs are rare cells that are shed from tumors into circu-
lation and are found at concentrations of 0 to over 3000 
cells per milliliter of blood in patients with metastatic dis-
ease (14). The half-life of CTCs is also very short and has 
been estimated to be between 1–2.4 hours (15). Polymerase 
chain reaction–based methods, as well as several purifica-
tion methods to isolate these rare cells from blood, have 
been investigated. CTC technology has FDA approval for 
use in the prognostication of metastatic colorectal, breast, 

on the basis of tumor molecular characteristics regardless of 
the primary site of the tumor (tumor agnostic). These include 
cases with deficient mismatch repair enzymes and tumors 
harboring RET and TRK gene alterations, both found in a 
small proportion of cancers (13). Cell-free DNA assays allow 
clinicians to evaluate patients for such actionable mutations 
at any time point during the disease course.

A variety of detection and analysis methods are being devel-
oped for ctDNA. A summary of some of these methods can be 
found in Table 1.

Table 1: Techniques for the Analysis of Circulating Tumor DNA

Technique Description Advantages Disadvantages Clinical Use
Next-generation  

sequencing
DNA is fragmented, ligated with custom  

adapter sequences, and covalently  
linked to a solid silicon surface. After  
amplification, the linked clusters of  
DNA are optically read, resulting in  
millions of simultaneous sequencing  
reactions. Finally, these smaller  
sequences are bioinformatically  
combined into a complete genomic  
sequence

High throughput;  
low cost per  
sequencing  
after initial  
implementation

Analysis is complex;  
high cost to  
implement

FoundationOne Liquid  
(Foundation Medicine,  
Cambridge, Mass) was  
recently granted Breakthrough 
Device designation by the FDA

Real-time PCR DNA is amplified by repeated cycles  
of high-temperature denaturation;  
polymerization with primers,  
nucleotides, and heat-stable DNA  
polymerase; and finally, reannealing

Low cost;  
readily available  
and simple to  
implement

Low sensitivity;  
analysis is specific  
to primer-enclosed  
regions of DNA  
sequence

Cobas EGFR Mutation Test v2  
(Roche Molecular Diagnostics,  
Pleasonton, Calif ) is a real-time  
PCR test that is FDA approved 
for testing of circulating 
tumor DNA for the presence 
of T790M mutation used to 
detect sensitivity or resistance 
to tyrosine kinase inhibitors in 
non–small cell lung cancer

Digital droplet  
PCR

DNA is emulsified into droplets before  
being amplified by PCR in thousands  
of parallel reactions. Target sequence  
may then be analyzed by a selected  
method

High sensitivity  
and specificity;  
able to analyze  
multiple samples  
simultaneously

Analysis is specific  
to primer-enclosed  
regions of DNA  
sequence

Currently not used clinically

Scorpion ARMS Specific mutated sequences of DNA  
are selectively amplified by targeted  
primer binding. Detection of  
amplification is carried out by using  
bifunctional molecules containing a  
PCR primer covalently linked to a  
probe. Probe contains both a  
fluorophore and quencher that are 
separated during PCR, leading  
to an increase in fluorescence from  
the reaction tube

High sensitivity;  
low cost

Analysis is limited  
to probe-specific  
DNA sequence

Currently not used clinically

PNA-LNA PCR DNA fragments are amplified by PCR  
in the presence of a PNA clamp that  
leads to preferential amplification  
of mutant sequences. Sequences  
are subsequently detected by a  
fluorescent primer that incorporates  
LNAs to increase specificity

High sensitivity;  
low cost

Analysis is specific  
to primer-enclosed  
regions of DNA  
sequence

Currently not used clinically

Note.—ARMS = amplification refractory mutation system, FDA = Food and Drug Administration, LNA = locked nucleic acid, PCR = 
polymerase chain reaction, PNA = peptide nucleic acid.
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Table 2: Techniques for the Isolation and Detection of CTCs

Technique Description Advantages Disadvantages Clinical Use
CellSearch  

(Menarini  
Silicon  
Biosystems;  
Huntington  
Valley, Pa)

Semiautomated immunomagnetic enrichment  
and staining system. Centrifuged cells from  
a 7.5-mL sample of whole blood are mixed  
with magnetic iron nanoparticles coated  
with anti-EpCAM antibody. Following  
immunomagnetic separation, the enriched  
epithelial cells are stained with  
fluorescence-labeled antibodies against  
cytokeratins and leukocyte common antigen  
CD45; cell nuclei are stained with  
DAPI fluorescence DNA dye. EpCAM and  
cells displaying a combination of DAPI+/ 
cytokeratins+/CD45 are thus selected as a  
CTC. Final step involves trained personnel  
confirming fluorescent imaging

Well validated; good  
reproducibility

May miss EMT  
cells; low  
sensitivity,  
low specificity

FDA approved for 
prognostication  
in metastatic breast  
cancer, colorectal  
cancer, and  
prostate cancer

ISET systems 
(includes  
Rarecells 
[Paris, France] 
and  
ScreenCell 
[Westford, 
Mass])

Isolation by filtration technique. Blood samples  
are diluted with red cell lysis buffer and placed  
into wells of a filter module. Gentle suction is  
used to pull the smaller peripheral blood  
leukocytes through a 7.5- or 8-mm polycarbonate 
microfiltration platform. The remaining unfiltered  
cells include the larger tumor cells that can then  
be further processed with immunohistochemistry  
and molecular-genetic analyses

Higher sensitivity  
than CellSearch;  
nonantigen  
dependent; isolates  
circulating tumor  
microemboli and  
EMT cells; cells  
remain intact

Labor-intensive;  
low specificity;  
early in  
development

Currently not used 
clinically

MagSweeper Automated immunomagnetic isolation  
system. 4.5-mm magnetic beads coated with  
anti-EpCAM antibody are mixed with a  
sample of blood cells. A 6-mm magnetic rod  
covered with an ultrathin plastic sheath is  
robotically swept through a well containing  
the immunomagnetically labeled sample.  
Epithelial cells are captured without damage  
as the rod gently sweeps through the solution.  
After several rounds of a wash-release- 
recapture process to remove contaminating  
cells, the now-purified cells can be further  
analyzed or frozen for later use

High recovery and  
purity; cells remain  
intact

May miss EMT  
cells; early in  
development

Currently not used 
clinically

Microfluidics  
(includes  
CTC-Chip,  
Herringbone- 
Chip, and  
CTC-iCHIP)

Immunocytometric isolation method.  
Microfluidic devices equipped with channels  
of varying shapes and internal walls coated  
with anti-EpCAM antibodies are used to  
capture CTCs as blood is pumped through  
the channels. Newer prototypes such as  
CTC-iCHIP use a combination of  
magnetophoresis and flow dynamics to  
isolate CTCs as they flow through the device

Higher sensitivity  
than CellSearch;  
isolates EMT cells;  
cells remain intact

Challenging to  
scale up for  
industrial use;  
early in  
development

Currently not used 
clinically

Real-time PCR Indirect method of detection that works by  
measuring levels of epithelial- or  
lung-specific mRNA transcripts in cell  
lysates through reverse-transcription PCR.  
RNA is isolated, converted to cDNA by  
a reverse-transcriptase reaction, and then  
used in a real-time PCR reaction. The  
levels of target gene expression produced  
by PCR can be used to estimate CTC levels

High sensitivity Indirect; difficult  
to reproduce;  
unable to  
accurately assess  
cell number,  
morphology, or  
characteristics  
because cells are  
not left intact

Currently not used 
clinically

Note.—CTC = circulating tumor cell, DAPI = 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, EMT = epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition cells, EpCAM = 
epithelial cell adhesion molecule, FDA = Food and Drug Administration, ISET = isolation by size of epithelial tumors cells, PCR = polymerase 
chain reaction.
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Imaging and Liquid Biopsy in Selected Cancers
Radiologists play an integral role in the management of virtually 
every cancer type. Here we discuss the current role of imaging and 

and prostate cancer (16–18). Several isolation and analysis 
methods are being developed for CTCs and a summary of 
some of these can be found in Table 2.

Table 3: Biomarkers for Liquid Biopsy

Biomarker Description Role Advantages Disadvantages Clinical Use
CTCs Rare, intact tumor  

cells from solid  
tumors that have  
been shed into  
blood or lymphatic  
vessels

Cell counts or cell  
contents (DNA,  
RNA, and proteins)  
are used to gain  
information regarding  
prognosis, treatment  
response, treatment  
selection, and early  
recurrence detection

Broad utility Gathering  
adequate  
number of  
intact cells is  
challenging;  
analysis  
methods  
are still under  
development

CellSearch (Menarini Silicon  
Biosystems; Huntington  
Valley, Pa) analysis of  
CTCs is FDA approved for  
prognostication in metastatic  
breast cancer, colorectal  
cancer, and prostate cancer

Circulating  
tumor DNA

Freely circulating  
single- or double- 
stranded DNA,  
shed by either  
living or dying  
tumor cells into  
the blood

Mutations of DNA  
and DNA methylation  
patterns used for  
screening and  
diagnosis, monitoring  
and prognosis,  
prediction of therapy  
response, and targeted  
therapy

Well-developed  
analysis  
techniques

Rapidly degraded  
in plasma with  
short half-life

FDA approved for determining  
tumor sensitivity or resistance  
to tyrosine kinase inhibitors  
in non–small cell lung cancer  
through Cobas EGFR  
Mutation Test v2 (Roche  
Molecular Diagnostics, Pleas-
anton, Calif );  
FoundationOne Liquid  
(Foundation Medicine,  
Cambridge, Mass) was recently  
granted Breakthrough Device  
designation by the FDA

MicroRNA Short, stable,  
noncoding RNA  
gene products  
made up of  
19–25 nucleotides

Upregulation or  
downregulation  
of expression of  
specific microRNAs  
has been shown to  
be a potential marker  
for screening,  
diagnosis, prognosis,  
and targeted therapy  
in lung cancer

Stable in blood  
(compared  
with other  
nucleic acids);  
potentially  
detectable in  
multiple body  
fluids (plasma,  
serum, urine,  
saliva)

Early in  
development;  
microRNA  
profiles in  
lung cancer  
have been  
inconsistent  
from study to  
study

Currently not used clinically

Tumor-educated  
platelets

Anucleate fragments  
of megakaryocytes;  
tumor cells interact  
with these fragments  
by activating surface  
receptors, which  
alters expression  
of platelet cytokines  
and mRNA

Analysis of the mRNA 
profiles of tumor-  
educated platelets  
may provide important  
information for lung  
cancer screening,  
diagnosis, and  
treatment selection

Highly stable  
in blood;  
abundant;  
potential use  
for multiple  
cancer–type  
screening

Early in  
development

Currently not used clinically

Tumor-derived  
exosomes

Membrane vesicles  
50–100-nm in size  
that are products  
of endocytosis;  
transfer information  
(through contained  
DNA, RNA, and 
proteins) from donor  
to recipient cells

Levels of circulating  
exosomes and analysis  
of their contents  
(RNA and microRNA)  
may provide  
information for  
diagnosis, prognosis,  
and prediction of  
response to treatment

Can be found  
in blood,  
ascites, and 
pleural fluid

Early in  
development

Currently not used clinically

Note.—CTC = circulating tumor cell, FDA = Food and Drug Administration.
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ALK fusions, ROS1 fusions, BRAFV600E mutation, RET fusions, 
MET amplification and MET exon 14 skipping variants, and 
ERBB2 [human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, or HER2] 
mutations). For FDA-approved treatment targets (EGFR, ALK, 
ROS1, BRAF), concordance was greater than 98.2% with 100% 
positive predictive value for cell-free DNA versus tissue in 34 of 
34 patients (32). In a study of an earlier version of Foundation-
One Liquid called FoundationACT (34), detection of gene mu-
tations covered by both tissue and plasma assays were compared 
in temporally matched blood and tissue samples. For the genes 
covered by both assays, a total of 68 reportable genomic altera-
tions were detected in 33 tissue samples, of which 75.0% (51 of 
68) were also detected in temporally matched cell-free DNA. 
Conversely, 75.0% (51 of 68) of genomic alterations detected in 
cell-free DNA were also detected in tissue.

Higher CTC counts correlate with poor prognosis in lung 
cancer and higher CTC concentrations are seen in advanced 
stages (35,36). The genetic material within CTCs can be ana-
lyzed to detect driver mutations such as ALK gene rearrange-
ment and to detect driver mutations in EGFR (37,38). A useful 
application of this is to monitor treatment response to crizotinib 
in ALK-positive non–small cell lung cancer (39). Similar to 
ctDNA, CTCs can be used to monitor tyrosine kinase inhibi-
tor resistance by development of T790M mutations (38). CTC 
counts in circulation have been shown to decline significantly af-
ter treatment initiation and correlate with radiographic response 
by measuring tumor volume (38).

Colorectal Cancer
For colorectal cancer, radiologists are involved in screening, 
staging, and treatment planning. Systematic reviews of screen-
ing studies have shown similar diagnostic yield with both CT 
colonography and colonoscopy for detection (40). However, 
because colonoscopy permits immediate removal or biopsy of 
any lesions, it remains the reference standard for screening and 
investigation of suspected colorectal cancer. Beyond screening 
for colon cancer, the clinical role of imaging includes identify-
ing distant metastases by using CT, PET/CT, and MRI. Ra-
diologists play an essential role in the local-regional staging of 
rectal cancer (41). Surgical planning and need for neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy and radiation is guided by radiologic evaluation 
with transrectal US and MRI.

Both ctDNA and CTCs have a potential role in several as-
pects of colorectal cancer including prognosis, treatment selec-
tion, treatment response, and early recurrence detection. To 
detect the presence of specific tumor mutations that were previ-
ously only detectable by obtaining tissue biopsies, ctDNA can be 
used. Although quantification of ctDNA alone has prognostic 
value, characterizing tumor mutations that determine treatment 
sensitivity patterns is a primary focus of research. Tissue biopsy 
of primary and metastatic lesions in colorectal cancer is routinely 
used to determine the presence of RAS mutations to predict re-
sistance to EGFR-targeted monoclonal antibodies and poor 
prognosis (42). A second significant mutation is of BRAF, which 
has been shown to be a poor prognostic factor when detected in 
colorectal cancer (43), and ctDNA detected in plasma has been 
investigated as an alternative source of detecting both of these 

the developing complementary role of liquid biopsy by using the 
examples of lung cancer, colorectal cancer, and pancreatic cancer.

Lung Cancer
Radiologists play an important role in lung cancer screening, 
staging, surgical and therapeutic planning, and treatment re-
sponse monitoring. In the last decade, the United States has 
adopted low-dose CT for lung cancer screening in smokers 
with high risk (19,20). After detection, TNM staging can be 
accomplished with various studies including CT, PET, inte-
grated PET/CT, and image-guided tissue biopsy for confir-
mation (21). The addition of MRI is helpful when brain me-
tastasis, adrenal metastasis, mediastinal invasion, chest wall 
invasion, or spinal cord invasion is suspected (22).

Higher levels of ctDNA have been shown to correlate with 
worse prognosis for lung cancer (23). Levels of ctDNA have also 
been shown to correlate with tumor volume as measured with 
CT and PET/CT, to help distinguish between residual disease 
and treatment-related changes at imaging, and to provide earlier 
response assessment than radiographic approaches (24). Perhaps 
the greatest utility of ctDNA for lung cancer is identifying driver 
mutations such as EGFR, ALK, and ROS1 mutations. In patients 
with lung cancer, ctDNA analysis has been shown to detect mu-
tations with relatively high accuracy (25). Higher numbers of 
EGFR mutations have been observed in advanced disease and 
are correlated with worse survival (26). More importantly, muta-
tions in EGFR confer sensitivity to tyrosine kinase inhibitors and 
are thus essential for treatment selection. Currently, the Cobas 
EGFR Mutation Test v2 (Roche Molecular Diagnostics, Pleas-
anton, Calif ) real-time polymerase chain reaction–based assay is 
FDA approved to detect T790M EGFR mutations in ctDNA for 
tyrosine kinase inhibitor treatment resistance in non–small cell 
lung cancer. For this indication, the test has demonstrated a sen-
sitivity of 73% and specificity of 67% (27). The T790 mutation 
is of particular importance because it is the most common mech-
anism of resistance to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Higher 
levels of T790 mutation before initiation of treatment with ty-
rosine kinase inhibitors is correlated with worse prognosis (28), 
and it is found in over 50% of patients who progress on first-line 
tyrosine kinase inhibitors (29). NGS of ctDNA has been studied 
as a way to identify oncogenic driver mutations in patients with 
advanced lung cancer. In one recent study (30), this method 
showed high concordance with tumor tissue NGS and led to 
patients being matched to targeted therapy in 21.9% (46 of 210) 
of cases. The main advantage to using plasma NGS in this study 
was the median turnaround time of the test of 9 days (range, 
4–22 days) for plasma NGS versus a median of 20 days (range, 
13–69 days) for tissue NGS (30). This shorter turnaround time 
allows patients to undergo targeted therapy sooner while still 
confirming the liquid biopsy result with tissue acquisition, if 
desired. FoundationOne Liquid and Guardant360 (Guardant 
Health, Redwood City, Calif ) are additional available NGS tests 
with similar applications (31–33). In a recent study using the 
Guardant360 test in patients with previously untreated meta-
static non–small cell lung cancer, the overall clinical sensitivity of 
cell-free DNA relative to tissue was 80% (48 of 60) for detection 
of eight guideline-recommended biomarkers (EGFR mutations, 
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Pancreatic Cancer
Imaging of the pancreas plays a key role in the characteriza-
tion of pancreatic focal lesions and in the staging, surgical 
planning, and treatment monitoring of pancreatic cancer. Di-
agnosis of pancreatic cancer relies on clinical symptoms fol-
lowed by imaging with US, CT, MRI, PET, and endoscopic 
US. CT is the imaging modality of choice for evaluation of 
pancreatic cancer, although US, endoscopic US, contrast ma-
terial–enhanced US, and MRI with MR cholangiopancrea-
tography provide complementary information. Endoscopic 
US is the most sensitive modality for the early detection of 
lesions; it allows relatively easy access to the pancreas for tis-
sue diagnosis by using fine-needle aspiration and contributes 
to tumor staging. MRI with MR cholangiopancreatography 
and PET scanning can also have a successful role as a second-
ary imaging modality under special circumstances when CT 
and endoscopic US are not diagnostic (61).

The potential role of ctDNA in several aspects of pancreatic 
cancer includes screening, prognosis, treatment selection, and 
detection of recurrence. Some small studies have demonstrated 
that ctDNA can be detected in a majority of patients with meta-
static pancreatic cancer (44). A study of combinations of tumor-
specific circulating proteins and cell-free DNA mutations in the 
peripheral blood for the early detection of potentially resectable 
pancreatic cancers (62) demonstrated a sensitivity of approxi-
mately 75% and high specificity. Although molecular analysis is 
not always performed in the diagnostic evaluation for pancreatic 
masses, certain mutations in pancreatic cancer may have prog-
nostic and therapeutic significance. Potentially useful mutations 
include activating mutations of KRAS and inactivating muta-
tions of CDKN2A, TP53, SMAD4, and BRCA2 (63). KRAS 
mutations are of particular importance due to the likelihood 
that they are an early oncogenic event and the fact that they 
are found in around 90% of pancreatic adenocarcinomas, mak-
ing them an ideal target for detecting presence of ctDNA (64). 
Multiple reports have shown concordance between ctDNA mu-
tations and matched tumor mutations detected in tissue samples 
(65,66). The frequency of KRAS mutations combined with high 
concordance could theoretically lead to ctDNA-based screening 
for pancreatic cancer.

While the majority of patients present with unresect-
able disease, ctDNA has a potential role in monitoring those 
who do undergo surgical resection. In a study by Sausen et 
al (67), digital polymerase chain reaction was used to analyze 
ctDNA in the plasma of 51 patients with pancreatic cancer 
after surgery. Use of ctDNA helped to detect recurrence 6.5 
months earlier than did evidence at CT imaging (recurrence 
was detected at an average of 3.1 months after surgery by us-
ing ctDNA compared with 9.6 months by using CT imag-
ing). Clinically actionable mutations are limited with respect 
to FDA-approved agents for pancreatic cancer. Actionable ge-
netic alterations, however, were identified in over a third of 
the patients for which FDA-approved agents exist for alter-
nate indications (67). One such example is amplification of 
the HER2/neu tyrosine kinase ERBB2, for which trastuzumab 
is commonly used in breast cancer. As with colorectal cancer, 
microsatellite instability status is also of potential significance 

mutations with a mutation concordance level between tissue and 
plasma ranging from 72%–96% for KRAS and 87%–100% for 
BRAF (44–47). Microsatellite instability and tumor mutational 
burden are additional useful predictive biomarkers. These tumor 
characteristics indicate patients can clinically benefit from cancer 
immunotherapy agents such as pembrolizumab, which is FDA 
approved for unresectable or metastatic solid tumors with 
mismatch repair deficiency or microsatellite instability (48). 
Microsatellite instability testing is typically performed with 
tumor tissue testing by using polymerase chain reaction. How-
ever, NGS analysis of ctDNA has also been shown to be highly 
sensitive for this purpose (49).

A challenge in colorectal cancer therapy is the development of 
resistance to treatment with mutations of RAS after initiation of 
treatment with anti-EGFR antibody agents. Tumor heterogeneity 
and evolution over time need to be considered but multisite serial 
tissue biopsy is not always feasible. Studies have shown ctDNA 
profiles can accurately detect these mutations in the plasma prior 
to radiologic progression (50,51). Additionally, ctDNA charac-
terization allows for detection of resistance mechanisms oc-
curring in separate metastatic lesions simultaneously and for 
assessment of resistance overcoming therapies (52). An emerging  
role of ctDNA in colorectal cancer involves developing a mecha-
nism to identify patients at high risk for recurrence through 
detection of molecular residual disease. This can be accomplished 
by monitoring patients for mutation-positive ctDNA following 
curative resection of colorectal cancer (53,54).

CTC counts in the peripheral blood by using CellSearch 
analysis have been shown to be an independent prognostic fac-
tor of poor progression-free survival and overall survival (16). 
CellSearch has since been given FDA approval for prognostica-
tion in colorectal cancer and can be used clinically alongside 
imaging findings. In a study by Cohen et al (16) of patients 
with metastatic colorectal cancer, CTCs had an overall sensitiv-
ity of 27% (95% confidence interval: 17%, 39%) and speci-
ficity of 93% (95% confidence interval: 89%, 96%) for pro-
gressive disease or death. For nonmetastatic colorectal cancer, 
postoperative presence of CTCs in the blood is also associated 
with worse overall survival (55). Tissue biopsy in colorectal 
cancer is routinely used to determine the presence of KRAS 
mutations to predict resistance to EGFR-targeted monoclo-
nal antibodies and a poor prognosis (42). Concordance rate 
in KRAS mutation status between CTCs and primary tumors 
has been found to be 50%–77% in various studies (56,57). 
This variability in concordance could be explained by intratu-
mor heterogeneity or metastatic lesions with various mutation 
statuses (58). CTC-derived xenografts could also play a role in 
treatment selection because they can allow testing with drug 
sensitivity assays, potentially predicting patients’ response to 
multiple agents in a relatively short period (59). Many CTC 
collection methods have diminished sensitivity for epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition cells (Table 2). To address this de-
ficiency, systems such as CanPatrol (SurExam, Guangzhou, 
China), which screens for both epithelial and mesenchymal cell 
markers, have been developed. Counts using this more sensi-
tive method correlate with clinical stage, lymph node involve-
ment, and metastases (60).
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for specific cancers could lead to earlier detection of disease. Al-
though the volume of imaging for screening purposes (such as 
with low-dose CT in lung cancer) may decrease, the utilization 
of diagnostic imaging for further localizing disease will remain 
constant or increase. Whereas liquid biopsy offers informa-
tion regarding the presence and mutational status of disease, 
anatomic staging—an important prognostic factor—cannot 
be queried with liquid biopsy. Thus, imaging will continue to 
have a critical role in anatomic staging and treatment planning 
with liquid biopsy acting in a complementary role, resulting in 
more precise treatment selection based on tumor mutational 
status and earlier detection of disease with screening protocols.

Early clinical studies have demonstrated that liquid biopsy 
can detect molecular residual disease and disease that is not yet 
evident at imaging. It is conceivable that patients with early-
stage disease could be monitored following surgery or other 
local-regional therapy with liquid biopsy to evaluate for residual 
disease prior to detectability with imaging. Large clinical stud-
ies will be needed to determine if routine imaging surveillance 
in the subset of patients without evidence of molecular residual 
disease can be substituted with serial monitoring by using liquid 
biopsy. Alternatively, patients with evidence of molecular resid-
ual disease may require advanced imaging studies such as PET/
CT to maximize the sensitivity for the detection of residual or 
metastatic disease.

Implications for Tissue-based Diagnosis
Conversely, as this technology develops, percutaneous biopsy 
with image guidance is anticipated to decrease in overall vol-
ume. At the authors’ institution, liquid biopsy is being used 
for mutation testing in cases where tissue biopsy is inadequate 
or not possible (see “Case Example: Liquid Biopsy in Prac-
tice” section) but is not used for any other indications. It is 
feasible that eventually, liquid biopsy will replace the need 
for tissue diagnosis in many cases where mutation status is 
being investigated, with biopsy being reserved for specific 
situations. These tests have the potential to garner significant 
oncologic information regarding the tumor landscape within 
a patient while minimizing the need for serial biopsy and thus 
the risk of associated complications. CT-guided percutane-
ous lung biopsy is one such procedure with relatively high 
complication rates that could be reduced or replaced by liq-
uid biopsy. Pneumothorax is the most common complication 
with an occurrence rate of 17%–26.6%, and pneumothorax 
requiring chest tube placement occurring from 1% to 14.2% 
of the time (84). Pulmonary hemorrhage is the second most 
common complication with a rate of 4%–27%, and hemop-
tysis occurring in around 4% of patients (84). Air embolism 
and tumor seeding are two extremely rare but serious compli-
cations of lung biopsy that occur in less than 0.1% of cases 
(85). Although these complications are rarely life threatening, 
they can result in additional interventions, patient discom-
fort, and anxiety.

At this time, the utility of liquid biopsy for cancer screening 
and in the initial diagnosis of cancer remains speculative and 
large clinical trials will be required to determine if liquid biopsy 
can supplant tissue-based methods.

in pancreatic cancer, which can be monitored with NGS of 
ctDNA (49). Microsatellite instability in pancreatic cancer is 
not as well characterized as with colorectal cancer. However, it 
is being investigated as a biomarker to predict response to im-
munotherapy, surgery, and radiation therapy (68,69).

Early studies of CTC detection in pancreatic cancer have 
mostly involved CTC capture with antibodies to epithelial cell 
surface antigens and relatively low rates of CTC detection (5%–
50%) (70–72). One barrier to the use of CTCs in pancreatic 
cancer is the predilection of this cancer for epithelial-to-mesen-
chymal transition over other cancers, resulting in limited sensi-
tivity of systems such as CellSearch. Studies have shown CTC 
detection with CellSearch in only 5% of patients before treat-
ment initiation (71). Studies involving methods using epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition cell-sensitive techniques show more 
promise as possible screening or surveillance tools. One study by 
Khoja et al (73) comparing a filter-based method to CellSearch 
showed higher CTC detection rates (93% vs 40%, respectively).

Use of CTCs to monitor therapy response has not been ex-
tensively investigated for pancreatic cancer but a study in xeno-
graft mouse models of pancreatic cancer showed a correlation 
between CTC count detected with microfluidic chip methods 
and tumor size (74). Additionally, Ren et al (75) examined CTC 
count in response to 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy in a group of 
41 patients with advanced disease showing a reduction in the 
number of patients positive for CTC during therapy (75).

Other Cancers
While the discussion of the diseases above serves to demon-
strate how liquid biopsy for cancer is being investigated, it is 
far from comprehensive. There are many other cancers such 
as prostate and breast cancer for which the role of imaging is 
likely to be influenced by liquid biopsy. In breast cancer, for 
example, radiology is involved in screening mammography, 
tissue biopsy, and disease monitoring (76,77). There is little 
data on liquid biopsy as a screening tool in breast cancer, but 
CancerSEEK (Thrive Earlier Detection, Cambridge, Mass) is 
one assay that has been tested for this application (see “Ad-
vantages and Disadvantages of Liquid Biopsy” section) (62). 
Aside from screening, CTC enumeration in breast cancer is a 
fairly well-established and FDA-approved prognostic factor in 
metastatic disease (17,78). Also being investigated is the use of 
ctDNA to asses tumor mutational status, to assess early treat-
ment response, and to monitor patients for minimal residual 
disease (79–83). Early results are promising, but more data are 
needed before these monitoring tools are routinely integrated 
into the clinical setting.

Future Implications for Radiology

Implications for Surveillance Imaging
As liquid biopsy continues to evolve, so will the role of imag-
ing in the diagnosis and posttreatment surveillance of cancer. 
Improving technology and decreasing costs could allow liquid 
biopsy to serve as a highly sensitive and specific tool for the 
diagnosis and treatment of cancer in the near future. The devel-
opment of screening protocols in certain patient populations 
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New Opportunities for Interventional Radiology
Current methods for liquid biopsy rely predominantly on 
the systemic distribution of ctDNA or CTCs in the periph-
eral circulation from which blood samples are obtained. 
There may be advantages to more targeted sampling meth-
ods of blood such as tumor draining veins, resulting in more 
specific localization of molecular residual disease. Venous 
access and blood sampling would likely have a lower risk of 
complications such as tumor seeding relative to percutane-
ous needle biopsy of tumor tissue. There are data from pa-
tients with early-stage lung cancer to support the use of se-
lective venous sampling to improve diagnostic yield. A study 
by Reddy et al (86) compared peripheral blood samples to 
intraoperative pulmonary vein samples in patients with lung 
cancer resection and demonstrated a greater than 100-fold 
increase in the yield of CTCs in the pulmonary vein sample 
relative to the peripheral blood sample (86). In a rodent 
model, the use of pulsed focused US has been shown to 
stimulate the release of intracellular biomarkers, including 
microRNA, into the circulation (87). This method applied 
to clinical scenarios could result in increased quantity of 
biomarker yield for the purpose of guiding patient care.

Additional opportunities for interventional radiologists to 
use this technology lie in treatment selection and postprocedural 
treatment of patients with cancer. Interventional radiology plays 
an integral role in delivering local-regional therapies, such as 
ablation and embolization, for patients with both primary and 
metastatic disease. Treatment response monitoring and clinical 
follow-up may involve CT, MRI, PET, and change in tumor 
markers. For instance, a-fetoprotein, carcinoembryonic antigen, 
carbohydrate antigen 19–9 (or CA 19–9), microsatellite instabil-
ity, and mutational status are all tumor markers that have been 
used to prognosticate and postprocedurally follow patients. As 
such markers have limited sensitivity and specificity, monitor-
ing CTCs and ctDNA may serve as a helpful additional tool 
for interventional radiologists to monitor patients before and af-
ter procedures. Assessment of mutational status in tumor tissue 
has been shown to predict response to some minimally invasive 
therapies including ablation and embolization (88–90) and ex-
tending this concept to ctDNA assessment could be helpful for 
patient selection. Microsatellite instability and mutational status 
have historically required tissue acquisition through surgical or 
percutaneous biopsy. These characteristics can now be evaluated 
with ctDNA, which may serve as a helpful tool in the multidis-
ciplinary treatment planning of patients with cancer.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Liquid Biopsy
When compared with other clinical tools for cancer care, liquid 
biopsy with ctDNA and CTCs has several advantages. Com-
pared with tissue biopsy with percutaneous or endoscopic tech-
niques, liquid biopsy has the advantage of being a noninvasive 
test with minimal complications. Liquid biopsy also serves as a 
method of overcoming intratumor heterogeneity (51,91). The 
limitations of both endoscopic and percutaneous biopsy meth-
ods include size-dependent visual resolution, limited needle 
access, user-dependent error, potential radiation exposure, in-
vasive complications (hemorrhage, infection, tumor seeding), 

Case Example: Liquid Biopsy in Practice
A 49-year-old woman with a history of stage IIIB colon cancer 
5 years ago presents to her primary care physician with a chief 
complaint of worsening wheezing when lying down for the 
past 4 months. After her original diagnosis of colon cancer, she 
underwent surgical resection followed by 6 months of adjuvant 
chemotherapy with folinic acid, fluorouracil, and oxaliplatin, 
or FOLFOX. She was subsequently followed by her oncologist 
for 2 years but was later lost to follow-up. At the current pre-
sentation, her primary care physician orders a chest radiograph 
that demonstrates a large concerning lesion in her right lung. 
A subsequent CT of the chest shows a large right lower lobe 
pulmonary mass invading the right lower lobe bronchus and 
possibly the pulmonary segmental arteries. Her serum carcino-
embryonic antigen level is not elevated above reference range. 
The remainder of the staging work-up is negative (Fig 3).

A CT-guided biopsy of the lung lesion confirms metastatic 
colon cancer. The tumor is positive for CK20 and CDX2 and 
negative for TTF-1 and CK7. The material obtained during 
biopsy is scant and hence KRAS mutational status cannot be 
determined. This information would be helpful to the treating 
oncologist in determining candidacy for anti-EGFR–directed 
therapy, because patients with KRAS mutations do not benefit 
from anti-EGFR therapy.

The patient is disinterested in a repeat biopsy and hence liq-
uid biopsy with NGS of ctDNA is ordered. The result is posi-
tive for APC, NOTCH1, and TP53 mutations and negative for 
KRAS mutation. She is thus determined to be a candidate for anti-
EGFR–directed therapy without the need for repeat lung biopsy.

Figure 3: Chest CT in a patient with metastatic colorectal cancer demonstrates 
right lower lobe pulmonary mass. CT-guided biopsy confirmed mass was of 
colorectal origin, but scant biopsy material limited genetic characterization. Liquid 
biopsy detected no mutation in KRAS gene and patient was determined to be 
good candidate for anti-epidermal growth factor receptor–directed therapy.
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CancerSEEK (a combined protein biomarker and ctDNA as-
say) was recently studied as a screening tool for eight differ-
ent cancer types (ovary, liver, stomach, pancreas, esophagus, 
colorectal, lung, and breast) and had a median sensitivity of 
70% (P , .001, one-sided binomial test) and ranged from 
98% in ovarian cancers to 33% in breast cancers. At this sen-
sitivity, the specificity was greater than 99%, with only seven 
of the 812 individuals without known cancers scoring positive 
(62). Radiology screening programs have demonstrated mor-
tality benefit at the population level. Breast cancer screening 
with mammography reduces breast cancer–related mortality by 
at least 20% as demonstrated with pooled estimates from ran-
domized clinical trials (76,77). Similarly, lung cancer–related 
mortality has been reduced with low-dose CT for lung cancer 
screening (19,20). Clinical trials involving imaging and other 
screening tests paired with blood biomarkers will be needed to 
determine if there is benefit to such applications.

In the era in which cytotoxic chemotherapy and surgical 
resection were the mainstays of cancer treatment, tissue biopsy 
fulfilled the need for pathologic diagnosis. As repetitive genetic 
testing plays an increasing role in the diagnosis and treatment of 
solid tumors and as cancer treatment continues to move toward 
a focus on targeted precision medicine, liquid biopsy has the po-
tential to become an adjunct or alternative to tissue biopsies and 
protein-based markers.

Conclusion
More clinical data are needed with regard to liquid biopsy bio-
markers and analytic techniques in cancer, especially given the 
relatively low blood concentrations of these markers. Current 
technology detects only focused gene expression and tumor 
activity at a clinical level, but improvement of these methods 
to broad multiorgan cancer detection with more extensive tu-
mor analysis is on the horizon (62). Emerging technologies will 
likely have high costs, but as the industry evolves, liquid biopsy 
may reach a cost-effective medium. Understanding the utility 
of liquid biopsy is necessary to prepare for the challenges that 
will arise in the current diagnostic workflow of cancer and to 
anticipate the additional opportunities radiologists may have 
to use this technology.
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and tissue sampling error. Analyses with ctDNA and CTC are 
not susceptible to these limitations. As demonstrated by Yoon 
et al (92), repetitive tissue sampling is possible and can pro-
vide satisfactory results; however, in this study the specimen 
was adequate for mutational analysis in only 80% of patients. 
This finding is similar to 74% of biopsy specimens collected 
for research purposes meeting quality control criteria at the 
National Cancer Institute Developmental Therapeutics Clinic 
(93). Serial blood draws with ctDNA or CTC analysis allow for 
a more practical means of monitoring temporal tumor progres-
sion. Liquid biopsy is also less resource intensive when com-
pared with percutaneous tissue biopsy. Because a venous blood 
sample can be taken at virtually any health care facility, many 
patients with limited access to biopsy services would be able to 
undergo necessary diagnostic testing.

Compared with serum protein–based markers such as a-
fetoprotein, carcinoembryonic antigen, and CA 19–9, liq-
uid biopsy is a more versatile and specific tool for clinical 
monitoring. Although CA 19–9 for pancreatic cancer can be 
valuable when used alongside other diagnostic methods, sen-
sitivity and specificity in predicting malignant versus benign 
pancreatic disease is limited (47% and 88%, respectively, in 
one recent meta-analysis [94]). Studies have shown that quan-
tification of ctDNA KRAS mutations may serve as a comple-
mentary marker to CA 19–9, especially for the 10%–15% of 
patients who do not produce high levels of CA 19–9 due to 
lack of expression of Lewis body antigen (95,96). When used 
in conjunction, these complementary blood tests could lead 
to a more sensitive and specific method for patient monitor-
ing. Carcinoembryonic antigen and CA 19–9 have both been 
used for detection and monitoring in patients with colorec-
tal cancer, with elevated levels being associated with a poor 
prognosis. These biomarkers, however, are nonspecific and 
may be elevated due to unrelated conditions (97,98). When 
compared with these nonspecific blood markers, ctDNA and 
CTC analysis have the advantage of being tumor specific and 
may allow for more accurate detection and monitoring in pa-
tients with high risk.

Liquid biopsy also has several disadvantages. Whereas certain 
genetic and/or epigenetic profiles or cell surface markers gar-
nered from liquid biopsies may point to a specific cancer type 
(62,99), it cannot comprehensively localize disease. Imaging is 
still vital for localization of primary and metastatic sites. Another 
disadvantage is cost. Although liquid biopsy is less resource in-
tensive at the time of acquisition, initial equipment setup and 
processing can be expensive. It is important to note that there 
are significant variations in levels of biomarkers depending on 
cancer type, cancer stage, and tumor burden (24,44,100). Thus, 
the initial utility for liquid biopsy may be greater with metastatic 
disease versus localized tumors. Many clinically significant mu-
tations can be assessed for through sequencing of CTC DNA 
and ctDNA; however, not every gene covered by tissue genetic 
sequencing has a liquid biopsy analog.

Sensitivity and specificity of liquid biopsy assays will need 
to be optimized before each test is ready for wide-based ap-
plications such as screening. Significant progress is being made 
in this area. As mentioned previously, one blood test called 
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